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Tilda Summery Rice Salad Tilda 

CMR Ref: 190823 Price: £1.00 Weight / Volume: 250g

39
An interesting addition to the highly regarded Tilda range of 

rice products, this Summery Rice Salad polarised opinions.  

What was for some "versatile",  lacked flavour and proved to be 

"a little bland"  with the "mint and herbs overpowering", 

upsetting the overall flavour balance. But as a 'summery' 

alternative it delivered above average and was good value, with 

regular purchases indicated amongst one in five, ideal to 

accompany "salads or barbecues". 

Taste

Overall Product 

Rating: Taste Test
Key Drivers of Performance Verdict

Reviewer Ratings - Tried & Tested by People like you…

All Reviewers
3.23

53 Reviewers

Texture

Score out of 50
Value for Money

out of 5

Fans 3.60

Regular buyers of this type of product 10 Reviewers out of 5

Average for the category: 36
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Very good price.   Is  very versatile.   Loved the lemon taste                                                                                                                                                                                               

Really refreshing with the flavour of the lemon. Such a nice packet of rice really impressed with all the 

flavours going together well.                                                                                                                        

Lovely summer product for salads or barbecues and to share with friends.                                                                                                                                                                                       

32%

A very flavoursome rice that does feel summery. Light and moist.                                                                                                                                                                                               

Really nice flavour, great for a quick meal, or as part of a buffet                                                                                                                                                                                            

Very nice. Good flavour.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

36%

Good aroma not bad tasting                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

Good value product but the taste not for me, like after taste not for me                                                                                                                                                                                       

Smelt better than what it tasted                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

9%

Convenient and easy to cook. Rice quite soft and flavour too strong                                                                                                                                                                                            

Could do with a little spice to add some flavour. Quite strong parsley taste.                                                                                                                                                                                  

Not a flavour I enjoy. Quite strong herb taste. Soft and mushy texture.                                                                                                                                                                                        

11%

All you can taste is mint and some herb, it over powers everything, the rice is soft which is the only 

saving grace of it                                                                                                                                      
Awful mix of textures - soggy greasy rice with hard dry chickpeas. Far too minty. I regularly buy tilde 

rice, and never find it greasy, this is vile                                                                                                           

Very bland                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

* Reported verbatim as made by our reviewers

Ingredients Nutrition per 100 g/ml

Natural Basmati Rice - Steamed (65%), Chickpeas (8%), Tomatoes, 

Natural Red Rice - Steamed (5%), Onions, Sunflower Oil, Lemon Zest 

(1%), Vegetable Stock Powder (Rice Flour, Salt, Onions, Parsnips, 

Carrots, Olive Oil, Turmeric, Parsley), Mint (0.8%), Za'atar Herb and 

Spice Mix (0.6%), Lemon Juice (0.3%), Natural Flavouring, Garlic
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120 2.6 0.4 20.4 0.9 2 2.7 0.3
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Daily Intake percentages are based on the requirements for an average female with no special dietary requirements and an assumed energy intake of 2000 kcal.

Organic Fairtrade Gluten Free

6% 4% 2% 8% 1% 8% 5% 5%

Vegetarian Vegan
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